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Abstract. The distribution of cathode spots in a CuCr25 vacuum arc controlled by an axial magnetic
field and ignited on the lateral surface of the cathode is investigated for long gap distances, from the
processing of high-speed video images. The processing method includes also estimating the current
carried by a single spot and reconstructing the distribution of the current density at the cathode.
Various distributions depending partly on the arc current are described.
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1. Introduction

Vacuum is one of the most frequently extinguishing
medium for medium voltage circuit breakers. At rel-
atively low current or under an axial magnetic field
(AMF), a vacuum arc (VA) appears diffuse. The
plasma is provided at the cathode by tiny, mobile
cathode spots (CS) [1]. CS motion is influenced by
various factors, such as surface state, magnetic field
and the plasma density near the cathode [2]. The dis-
tribution of CSs over the cathode surface has obviously
a strong impact on the plasma parameters [3].
Using a numerical processing method of cathode

spot images [4], two groups of authors succeeded
reconstructing the position of CSs over the cathode
surface, from which they have studied the distribu-
tion of current density at the cathode [5, 6] and the
extension of the area occupied by CSs [2, 7]. These
experiments were conducted between static contacts.
The arc was triggered thank to an auxiliary electrode
inserted at the center of the cathode. Only short
contact gaps ranging from 4 to 6mm in [2, 5, 7] or
equal to 11mm in [6] were considered, with maximal
current in 7–25 kA range.
Current efforts to enhance the vacuum circuit

breaker voltage range capability impose to employ
higher contact gaps (more than 10mm). However, VA
behavior under such conditions is still not fully under-
stood. In this paper, based on a similar method to [4],
we investigate the distributions of cathode spots and
current density at the cathode in AMF controlled VAs
generated between static contacts spaced 20mm or
30mm apart, and triggered with an auxiliary electrode
situated near the cathode lateral surface. Different
evolutions of the CS distribution, mainly depending
on the VA current, are described and analyzed.

2. Experimental
2.1. Experimental setup
The experimental setup, illustrated in Figure 1, is
composed of a vacuum chamber (10−5–10−7 Pa) inside
which two fixed 70mm diameter copper cylindrical
contacts surmounted by CuCr25 wafers are mounted.
Sixteen turn Helmholtz coils (HC) disposed outside
the chamber are used to generate an AMF. As it can
be seen in Figure 2, the radial profile of the AMF has a
saddle shape with values of 9.6–17.1mT/kA inside the
contact gap region. On the contrary, the time delay
between the AMF intensity and the coil current has a
bell-shaped radial profile, with values ranging between
3.4ms and 5.4ms inside the contact gap region. VA
is triggered with the help of an auxiliary electrode
situated close to the lateral surface of the cathode
and connected to a microsecond High-Voltage (HV)
power supply. VA and HC are powered from two
independent 50Hz alternators. A phase shift of 3.4ms
is imposed between the coil current and the arc current
to synchronize the AMF and arc current peaks at the
edge of the contacts. VAs are filmed with a high-speed
camera Photron SA5 with an exposure time of 369 ns
and a frame rate in 15000–20000 fps.

Figure 1. Experimental setup.
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Figure 2. Radial profiles of the axial magnetic field in-
tensity and the time delay (∆t) between BAMF and Icoil
measured at mid distance between the two contacts.

2.2. Operating parameters
Table 1 shows the operating parameters used during
the eleven experiments that are reported in the present
paper. Arc current is in 4.9–43.3 kA. All experiments
were realized with the AMF oriented towards the
cathode, except experiment 7, during which the AMF
was oriented towards the anode. The contact gap was
either 20mm or 30mm.

Experiment Larc Iarc T BAMF
mm kA ms mT

1 20 4.9 6.2 –143
2 20 17.2 13.7 –143
3 20 25.7 11.8 –143
4 20 26.7 9.9 –143
5 20 31.1 10.8 –143
6 20 36.3 11.7 –143
7 20 43.3 10.9 269
8 30 8.9 10.9 –145
9 30 11.7 10.9 –144
10 30 18.0 10.9 –143
11 30 24.9 10.9 –141

Table 1. Gap distance, arc current, arc duration and
AMF magnitude during each experiment.

2.3. Numerical treatment of cathode spot
images

CS distribution was studied with the help of a nu-
merical treatment of cathode spot images developed
within the Octave software and inspired by the method
proposed by Afanas’ev et al. [4]:

1. To detect the CSs, the iso-contours of light inten-
sity on the cathode spot image were calculated with
a native function of Octave. Next, these contours
were selected according to their intensity, in order
to eliminate the darkest contours, as well as accord-
ing to their size, in order to reject too long and
too small contours which cannot surround a single
spot. Then, the iso-contour density was estimated
by calculating first the centroid position of each
contour. When the number of centroids on a pixel

reaches a threshold value, this pixel was marked.
Finally, spot position was taken as the centroid of
connexe area of marked pixels.
2. The image deformation induced by the inclination
of the camera was corrected using an OCTAVE
native projective transformation function. This
function must be supplied with the initial and final
positions of four points. For this purpose, we have
used the picture of a grid pattern disposed on the
cathode surface, which was taken with the same
inclination as that during the experiment.
3. From the CS map, the distribution of the current
density at the cathode was reconstructed by parti-
tionning the cathode surface into Voronoi cells, each
cell enclosing a single spot. The current density in
each cell was considered to be inversely proportional
to the cell area.

3. Results
3.1. Cathode spots distribution
Because of the lateral trigger system, CSs just after
the VA ignition are located on the lateral surface of
the cathode. The action of the AMF results then in a
very fast retrograde motion of rotation of those spots
around the cathode [8]. Eventually, the CSs reach
the front surface and spread over it. The temporal
evolution of the CS distribution on the cathode surface
was investigated using the image processing method
described in section 2.3. As shown in Figure 3, various
types of evolution of the CS distribution were observed
depending partly on the arc current.

1. At low current (up to 11.7 kA for the present con-
ditions, i.e. in Experiments 1, 8 and 9), only a small
part of the circumferential edge of the cathode is
initially occupied by the cathode spots (Figure 3.a).
Subsequently, the occupied area grows in size until
the current peak (at around 6ms). The growth
seems to be roughly isotropic as in [2]. The spots
form a compact group, and they never manage to
fill the whole front surface of the cathode.
2. At moderate current (between 17.2 kA and
31.1 kA for the present conditions, i.e. in Experi-
ments 2 to 5, 10 and 11), the first CSs appearing on
the front surface form thin separate strips covering
large sections of the cathode circumferential edge
(Figures 3.b-c). Next, with the increase of the arc
current, the regions occupied by CSs grow along the
edge of the cathode, as well as toward the center of
the cathode. Eventually, at t = 4ms, the circumfer-
ence of the cathode is totally covered by the spots,
but an empty region is still enclosed within the
CS distribution. Then, two types of evolution may
be distinguished according to the centering of the
empty region with respect to the axis of symmetry
of the cathode at t = 4ms:
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the distribution of cathode spots during Experiments (a) 8, (b) 4, (c) 11 and (d) 7.

a. In Experiments 3 and 4, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.b, the empty region initially relatively de-
centered and is eventually totally filled by the
spots a delay after the current peak.
b. In Experiments 2, 5 10 and 11, as illustrated in
Figure 3.c, the empty region is initially relatively
centered, and although its size decreases until
the current peak; it remains present until the arc
extinction.

3. At high current (above 36.3 kA for the present
conditions, i.e. in Experiments 6 and 7), the CS
distribution evolves similarly to that at moderate
current (Figure 3.d). Yet, at the current peak, the
top surface of the cathode is always entirely covered
by spots. Moreover, the CS distribution seems to
reveal an alignment of the cathode spots along spiral
arms originating from the center of the cathode.

Note that in all cases, during the decrease of the arc
current, the disappearance of CSs seems to happen
uniformly over the cathode surface.

3.2. Cathode spot average current
From the data provided by the spot detection pro-
cedure, it is possible to determine the average spot
current by calculating the ratio of the total arc current
to the number of detected spots. We have excluded
from our analysis images where a significant propor-
tion of spots could not be detected by our algorithm,
because they were located on the lateral surface of
the cathode, as a result of either the arc ignition or
the ejection of spots from the front surface. Based on
arc images taken 1ms before the arc extinction, an
average spot current value of 36.5±2.5A was obtained
for all experiments. This value is similar to the spot
current measured by Yu et al. [9] for nanocrystaline
CuCr25 contact material.

3.3. Radial profile of the cathode current
density

The measured spatial distributions of the cathode
spots have been used to reconstruct the distributions

Figure 4. Radial profiles of current density during
Experiments (a) 8, (b) 4, (c) 11, (d) 7, each 2ms.

Figure 5. Calculated direction of retrograde motion
with Robson drift of cathode spots during Experiments
(a) 4 and (b) 11 at 4ms.

of the current density at the cathode surface, following
the method described in Section 2.3. Azimuthally
averaged radial profiles of the cathode current density
corresponding to the spatial distributions of spots
presented in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4.

1. At low current (Figure 4.a), the current density
is approximately uniform up to 20mm, and then
decreases for higher radial positions. This decrease
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reflects that the circumference of the cathode is
partly non occupied by the cathode spots. After the
current peak, the current density decreases approxi-
mately in uniform manner, confirming the previous
comment made on Figure 3.
2. At higher currents (Figure 4.b-d), the radial pro-
files of the current density before the current peak
are markedly different from that at low current.
Due to the initial presence of spots over a large por-
tion of the edge of the cathode, one observes a peak
of current density at the cathode edge followed by
a sharp fall towards the center of the cathode. As
the current rises, the front of current density moves
towards the center of the cathode. Nevertheless the
current density does not exceed its maximal value
reached at t = 2ms. At the current peak, when
the cathode is fully occupied, the current density
is roughly uniform. After the current peak, the
current density tends again to decrease uniformly
over the surface.

4. Discussion
Figures 3.b-c suggest that the partial or total occu-
pation of the cathode surface by CSs at moderate
currents is related to the observed off-centered or
centered position of the CS empty region, this char-
acteristic being itself linked to the initial repartition
of CSs along the cathode circumference. In Figure
5, based on the measured CS distribution, we have
calculated the direction of motion of CSs, following
a similar approach to that used in [10]. The plotted
vectors represent the retrograde direction of motion
associated to the self-generated azimuthal magnetic
field, taking into consideration the Robson angular
deflection of the motion caused by the AMF [11]. The
deflection angle was defined as ϕr = η tan−1 BAMF

Bt

where η ∼ 0.8 on CuCr30 cathode[10]. When the
empty region is off-centered (Figure 5.a), the CS mo-
tion direction clearly contributes to the filling of the
empty region. On the contrary, when the empty re-
gion is relatively centered (Figure 5.b), the CS motion
direction points only little towards the empty region,
which may explain the non-disappearance of this re-
gion.

5. Conclusion
The distributions of cathode spots and current density
at the cathode in a long gap vacuum arc controlled
with an external axial magnetic and ignited on the
lateral surface of the cathode have been investigated.

� Various types of CS distribution were observed de-
pending partly on the current. At low currents,
CSs form a compact group which does not occupy
completely the cathode surface, whereas at high
currents the whole cathode surface is covered by
CSs. At moderate currents, a CS empty region may
subsist at the current peak, which may have its

origin in the initial CS distribution along the cir-
cumference of the cathode following the arc ignition
on the lateral surface of the cathode.

� The contact gap in the range considered in this pa-
per seems to have no impact on the CS distribution.

� A value of the average current emitted by a cathode
spot of 36.5 ± 2.5A has been determined.

� In regions occupied by CSs, the current density at
the cathode seems roughly uniform.
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